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IN OCTOBER WE INTRODUCED gauge. If the nose moves non-maneuvering static down, it will happen as longitudinal stability. soon as you relax the backThrough examples we exstick, but it probably will plained how the amount Static longitudinal stability flight-test technique not pitch nose-down of force you must apply to quickly. the control stick or yoke to < > : • - ;••.;:!: ED KOLANO , • „ ; • > . . > You have to watch closely fly an airspeed different to observe this sometimes from your trimmed airspeed can af- for an exact airspeed, your plane subtle pitch change. When you refect the ease or difficulty of flying may not have a trim speed band. If lease the back-stick, hold your head your airplane. We also showed how you've had difficulty nailing an ex- perfectly still because any head modifferent stability characteristics can act speed, or found that your plane tion can give the appearance of the be benign in cruise but insidiously seemed happy to fly a few knots nose moving relative to the horizon. dangerous during final approach. faster or slower than the speed you If your seat back is high enough, put With the importance of this sta- trimmed it for, it may have a trim your head against the rest to make bility characteristic established, let's speed band. sure it doesn't move. discuss how you can evaluate your Don't become so engrossed in airplane's static longitudinal stabil- Test Procedure looking for the pitch change that ity. Before you can assess stick forces Start by establishing a straight-and- you ignore your pilot obligations— and airspeeds, you must determine level flight condition with the air- especially seeing and avoiding. your airplane's trim speed band. As plane trimmed for hands-off flight. If the airplane's nose dropped mentioned last month, the trim You need not be absolutely level; a when you released the back-stick, speed band (sometimes called the slight climb or descent is acceptable— you know that 117 knots is outside "free return speed") is a range of air- but a steady airspeed is essential. Note the trim speed band. Repeat the speeds in which your plane will fly your observed airspeed (what you back-stick pull and stabilize at 118 or hands-free without retrimming. read on your airspeed indicator). Let's 119 knots. Let's say you stabilized at Friction in the longitudinal con- say this "trim speed" is 120 knots. 118 knots, and the nose dropped trol system that prevents the elevaNow slow down a couple of knots again when you relaxed your pull. tor from returning to its pre-de- by holding some back-stick. Do not At this point you can repeat the test flected position is the usual cause of re-trim or adjust the engine or pro- at 119 knots or quit, knowing the this phenomenon. Held at its new peller controls. Be patient and let the slow end of the trim speed band is deflection by friction, the elevator airplane stabilize at the slower speed. between 118 and 120 knots. now commands a slightly different Let's say it's 117 knots. You'll probably If the airplane's nose did not drop angle of attack—and a slightly differ- be climbing slightly, and that's okay. when you relaxed your pull at 117 ent airspeed. Not all airplanes have a While watching the relationship knots, slow down a few more knots trim speed band, but you won't between the airplane's nose and the and repeat the test. And keep repeathorizon, slowly release your pull force ing the test at progressively slower know until you check for it. Airplanes with no apparent con- on the stick. If the nose drops when speeds until the nose drops. Then retrol friction on the ground can have you release the back-stick, you're out- peat the bracketing procedure to a trim speed band. Elevator floating side the trim speed band. If the nose identify the slow end of the trim could cause it, but it's more likely position doesn't change, you're still speed band. Let's say the nose didn't drop at that the slight bending and twisting inside the trim speed band. occurring in flight creates friction Do not rely on the artificial hori- 117 knots, so you tested it at 112 zon, altimeter, and vertical speed or knots, where it did drop. You now that's not there on the ground. If you've never been frustrated airspeed indicator for this test. The know that the slow end of the band while trying to trim your airplane nose movement is a much finer is somewhere between 112 knots
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Airmaster Variable Pitch Constant Speed Propellers for Light Aircraft



• Robust three-bladed propeller specifically designed for Rotax 912/912S/914 & Jabiru 2200/ 3300 engines • Easy-to-use electronic governor • Improved Performance over fixed pitch: - 30% better fuel economy - 33% shorter ground run -10% better climb • Money back guarantee American Contact Details: Ph: (414) 961-7077,



Fax: (414) 961-1716



See web site for test details:



www.Propellor.com e-Mail: [email protected] For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



Test Pilot and 117 knots. You might try 1 15 speed. The next time you establish a knots next. If the nose drops, the 120-knot cniise speed the band could slow end of the band is 116 knots. If be from 112 to 122 knots, or 119 to it doesn't drop, the end of the hand 129 knots, or even 120 to 130 knots. is somewhere between 112 and 115 You can never be sure where you knots. Continue this bracketing arc within the trim speed band untechnique until you find the slow less you test it. Naturally you're not end of the trim speed band. going to perform this laborious test Once you know the speed of the every time you level off, and it's not slow end of the trim speed band, re- necessary. When you're in cruise peat the test at airspeeds faster than flight around 120 knots, just know the original 120-knot trim speed. that your airplane has a 10-knot Using only the control stick, push to trim speed band. a few knots faster than 120. Do not You should repeat the entire test



touch the engine/propeller controls.



After the airplane stabilizes at the faster airspeed, relax your push on



the stick. If the nose rises, you're outside the band. If the nose does



not move relative to the horizon, you're still inside the t r i m speed band, so accelerate a few more knots



and try again. Use the same bracket-



ing technique and careful observation to find the fast end of the trim speed band. •;•'.'* •• Let's say the band's fast end was 124 knots and the slow end was 114 knots. Under these flight conditions



your airplane has a 10-knot trim



speed band, and hands-free it will maintain any airspeed within that 10 knots without re-trimming. Knowing this can ease your frustration when you have difficulty trimming to an exact speed. During normal flying one way to deal with a 10-knot trim speed band



with your airplane configured for the landing pattern because the trim speed band for it could be different



from the cruise configuration. Another important reason to perform



the test is because we tend to fly more precise airspeeds in the pattern, particularly on final approach. A large trim speed band can mask



any stick-force cues to airspeed deviations, making it easier to drift off your desired final approach speed as



you direct more attention outside



the cockpit and scan your airspeed indicator less often. . : ' ; . < >



Knowing you have a small trim speed band lets you trim for the fi-



nal approach airspeed and concentrate on flying the final approach.



When you feel yourself holding back



or forward stick, you'll know you're flying slower or faster than the trim



speed, assuming you've not changed



the airplane's configuration, trim, or



is to make those final airspeed ad- power setting. justments by nudging the stick forWhether they realize it, all pilots ward or aft a tiny bit, and let the use tactile cues like these. If your air-



control system friction hold the elevator at its post-nudge deflection. This is often easier than chasing an exact airspeed with trim. An even easier solution is to accept flying a couple of knots faster or slower than your target cruise speed. In our example we identified the 10-knot trim speed band between 114 and 124 knots, but it will not always be 6 knots slow and 4 knots fast. Because it's a band, it could lie anywhere around the 120-knot trim 102
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plane has a large trim speed band, you'll know that a diligent eye on the airspeed indicator is essential for tight airspeed control on final approach.



By the Numbers



1. Establish straight and level flight with the airplane trimmed for hands-off flight at a steady airspeed. 2. Using only the control stick, decelerate a few knots. Do not touch the trim or engine/propeller controls. 3. Stabilize at the new airspeed.



Our Firefly, Mark III Classioind Xtra, Kolbra,



4. Note the relationship between the plane's nose (or some fixed structural



Star, tajd Slingshot all feature folding wings "**"



reference) and the outside horizon.



5. Relax your stick pull while observing the nose and the horizon.



6A. If the nose does not drop relative to the horizon, you're inside the band. Repeat the process starting at Step 2. 6B. If the nose drops relative to



the horizon, you're outside the band. Using only the control stick,



establish a new steady airspeed between this speed and the last speed at which the nose did not drop. Do



for easy storage/lnfo packs with o available.
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not touch the trim or engine/propeller controls. Repeat the process



Aural Warnings Accurate and Affordable No Ugly Probes or Moving Parts True full range AOA Instrument Lightweight and Easy to Install Landing Gear Warning Option Patent Pending



starting at Step 3. 7. Continue this bracketing tech-



nique until you determine the slow end of the trim speed band.



8. Using only forward stick, estab-



lish a steady airspeed a few knots faster than the original trim speed



Proprietary Software Systems 950 Iris Circle Excelsior MN 55331



from Step 1. Do not re-trim or adjust



the engine/propeller controls. Repeat Steps 3 through 8 substituting the word "push" for "pull," "rise" for "drop" and "fast" for "slow." 9. After determining the slow and



fast end speeds of the trim speed band, subtract the smaller number from the larger number—the difference is the trim speed band.



If you've never had a problem



trimming your airplane or tightly



controlling its airspeed, you don't have to rush to test your airplane. On the other hand, it you've had



these symptoms, maybe it's not your fault. It's worth a check during your next flight.



This month we showed how to



determine your airplane's trim speed band. And we discussed how the trim speed band can affect airspeed control, frustration, and safety on final approach. Now we're ready to delve into static longitudinal stability testing, and that will be next month's topic. Send your suggestions by letter or e-mail to Test Pilot, EAA Publications, P.O. Box 3086, Oshkosh, Wl 549033086 or [email protected] with TEST PILOT as the subject of your e-mail, c/fe



Free GFS Roundup send an e-mail to [email protected] Learn more about handheld GPS units with our free 13-page guide. Written by an independent GPS expert, the roundup outlines the features, drawbacks and



specifications of the most popular GPS



units in aviation. Visit AvShop and save on Handheld GPS units from Garmin, Lowrance and more,



with special HotDeals pricing in effect through August 31, 2001. To get your copy instantly by return e-mail, send a blank e-mail to: [email protected] . ., , ; ,/;. r or visit us online at: http://www.avshoD.com/sportav.html
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Trim Speed Band 

case, repeat the procedure by slowing an additional few knots. If the nose drops as soon as you re- lax the back stick, you're outside the band. This nose-drop is ...
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Trim Speed Band 

A few switch clicks or wheel turns nail the desired airspeed in some, but in others it ... plot which is the relationship between longitudinal stick force and airspeed.
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Test Pilot: Climb Test Procedures 

cards brimming with numbers, it's time to transform them ... FPA Flight path angle. Figure 1 block is simply ... A persoiiali/ed membership card and EAA decals;.
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Test Pilot: Cockpit Evaluation 

... forces or an overly sensitive feel, which means small. 102 JUNE 2000 .... As you perform all these sug- gested evaluations individually, remember that this is ...
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Test Pilot: Finding Vx 

why we discarded it. This month "Test Pilot" will use the same raw data to determine the. RV-6A's maximum climb angle and the associated airspeedâ€”Vx. Figure ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

... below 10,000 feet pressure altitude up to 200 knots. 102 MARCH 2001 ..... Send your comments and sug- gestions to Test Pilot, EAA Publica- tions, P.O. Box ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Test Pilot. Climb. Performance. The best rate depends on power, and ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. ... Contact us for more details, including prices, at.
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Test Pilot: Grading Glide 

O.O. Aircraft Company. Ohio offers ... Download our brochure at: www.rayallencompany.com. For more .... 2-Blade to 6-Blade designs available up to 2000 hp.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Repeat the test using different air- speeds. From the data you gather, you can determine which airspeed produces the best climb rate and what that rate is for ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of air- speeds your plane is capa- ble of flying, and you can create a table or plot of cal- ibrated versus observed air- speed.
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Test Pilot: Stability & Friction 

Repeat this until you map the airspeeds faster than the trim speed. Remember, you're not expanding your airplane's flight envelope dur- ing this test. Do not ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

2. P. Vc = 0.369 x VG x. OAT + 273.15. 2026.12. Vc = 0.369 x 121.78 x. = 120.21 ... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN's, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- ... but you find yourself stabilized at 126 knots as you ap-.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Test Pilot. JANUARY'S "Ttsi PILOT" uis- cussed an airplane's vari- ... which is what we pilots read on the ..... data you call out over the intercom. A second crew ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of airspeeds your plane is ca- pable of flying, and you can create a table or plot of calibrated versus ob- served airspeed.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

The sine of one angle of a right triangle is the ratio of the ... airplane's maximum climb angle depends on its Thrust, Drag, and ..... Major credit cards accepted.
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Test Pilot: Freeplay & Centering 

This position is the forward end of the freeplay band. The freeplay band is the difference between the aft and forward ends. 6. Repeat the test for left, then right ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

Service Center: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. 1180 Airport Terminal Drive. De Land, FL 32724. Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected].
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

pletely accurate. FAA airworthiness ... To do its job accurately, the static port must be ... efficient engine operation; giving you maximum time in the air. And ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

manometer, which applies air pres- sure to the airspeed indicator. The applied pressures correspond to ap- propriate airspeed readings, and the technician ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

static port. Because your airspeed indicator compares the pressure from the pitot .... If all these different airspeed cor- rections sound intimidating, take heart.
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

Jun 1, 2003 - 10,000 feet and more than 470 mph at 20,000 feet. Of course, if the quoted airspeed for this pressurized airplane is true airspeed at a pressure.
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

neuvers near your airplane's limit load factor can ... the repeated climbs and descents ... and VY airspeeds is one of the test's primary chores, and this means you ..... You'll know whether you ... In reality you can ignore this in most homebuilts.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

accurate time hack by noting when your shadow passes the .... airplane's first test flight. Preview the course ... Give yourself plenty of room to turn around for the ...
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

structure, giving it an ultimate load factor of 5.7g. ... This is the ultimate load fac- tor line. ... plane at 1 1 7 knots or less ensures that it will .... loading to the left of the original stall line .... through Cirrus For DynCorp DUATS Windows
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